new alogrithrns suitable for computer-aided optimization of networks are presented.
As usual, we will sample the various functions to obtain, for example, eti,(~)~e~(r$,~J for i q 1,, and e~i(~) A:ez(+, i;)
for i = lz, where the sets 1,, and lZ correspond to appropriate sample points. We also assume that these error functions are differentiable and that an optimum exists.
Algordhm 1 Stefl 1: &min [0, 11,(+0) +c], where~" is the starting point, e is a small positive number, and
Step 2: 7+-1.
Step 3 
<O then I<p< co, K.bI., Kz+Iz.
Step 4: &+l+MJ@) +e, where @is the solution vector for
Step 3.
Step 5: If I~+1 -PI <q, stop. Otherwise r-r+ 1. The quantity q is a suitable small positive number.
Step 6: Go to Step 3. Steps 1-.?: As in Algorithm 1.
Step 4 
where O<h' <1.
Steps 5 briefly discusses the method by Osborne and Watson [7] . The value of e was 10-8.
Figs. 2 and 3 show how the maximum error AK. defined in (1) is reduced at the end of each step in the sequence of optimizations.
As shown in Tables III and IV, different values of A, the parameter given in (7), were used in testing Algorithm 2. In [1]
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